SPACE SYSTEMS

Airbus built SEOSAT/Ingenio is finished and ready for testing
@AirbusSpace @esa @eoportal @CDTIoficial
Madrid, 18 June 2019 – Airbus built SEOSAT/Ingenio, the first Earth observation satellite for
the European Space Agency (ESA) and Spanish government has left Madrid and is ready for
final testing.
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The spacecraft will now start a 3 month environmental test campaign which includes the
Thermal Balance and Vacuum test, followed by Mechanical Vibration, Acoustic and
Electromagnetic Compatibility testing. Fifty engineers and technicians from Airbus Spain will
carry out all the different tests at Airbus in Toulouse.
SEOSAT/Ingenio will be transported back to the Madrid-Barajas site in mid-September
where the last functional tests will be carried out. The compatibility with the ground segment
and the launcher will also be verified. Once these are complete, the Qualification Acceptance
Review will take place, which is the final ESA milestone and the satellite will be ready to be
launched.
The launch is scheduled for the first half of 2020 onboard a Vega launcher from Kourou,
French Guiana.
Once in orbit, SEOSAT/Ingenio will complete Spain’s Earth observation system,
complemented by the PAZ satellite already in orbit since February 2018. Together, they will
provide combined radar and optical images.
***
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2018 it generated revenues of € 64 billion
and employed a workforce of around 134,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger
airliners. Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one
of the world’s leading space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military
rotorcraft solutions worldwide.
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This and other press releases and high resolution photos are available on: AirbusNewsroom
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